
of hydrops digitalis acted as a diuretic, and why
in other apparently similar cases no increase of
urinary secretions followed the use of this same
remedy. The knowledge of the action of digi-
talis gives us a rational indication for its practical
application, of its legitimate uses, and at the
same time enables us to avoid abuses of this
powerful remedy. Speaking of digitalis action
I would like to add that the same remarks hold
good for similar acting drugs, like scillain, stro-
phanthin, convallamarin, etc. The main results
obtained in experiments on cold and warm
blooded animals or on the isolated heart of these
animals showed that digitalis stimulates directly
the heart muscle and the inhibitory apparatus of
the heart in its central and peripheral parts.
The result of this action is an increase of blood
pressure, with an increase of pulse volume and a
decrease in the pulse rate. With large (toxic)
doses of digitalis we still see an increased blood
pressure, but the pulse rate now rises. Later
the pulse beats become irregular, and with fatal
doses the circulation becomes finally paralyzed.

This is the usual way in which digitalis acts
also on human beings.

The therapeutic effects of digitalis we seek in
the practice of medicine are an increase of blood
pressure with an increase of pulse volume, and a
decrease in the pulse rate.

As soon as the pulse rate becomes increased
it is a manifestation that we are getting the
dangerous effect of overstiniulation. Neverthe-
less, as with every drug, we may find in some
patients deviations from the normal action.
The knowledge of these abnormal occurrences
will also prevent an abuse of this drug. In some
people the vagus nerve does not respond to
stimulation by digitalis and we see no reduction
in the pulse-rate. The counting of the pulse
alone will, therefore, give no light as to whether
digitalis acts in such cases. In other instances
the decrease in pulse rate may counterbalance
the increased blood pressure, and the total work
of the heart done in the time unit may be less
than in ordinary cases. However, in other
instances the heart's action may be already
toxically influenced, the heart beat may be much
increased in number and the pulse waves follow
each other so rapidly that they have no time to
reach the radial artery. A pulse count alone, if
not controlled by auscultation of the heart, may
lead to a misconception of the situation, and a
new dose of digitalis may bring about paralysis
of the circulation, before an increased pulse rate
gives the signal of danger. As the main action
of digitalis is to increase the blood pressure and
so better to fill the arterial system, the rational
indications for its use are clearly indicated.
Digitalis may be used in all cases of abnormally
low blood pressure and in all such pathological
conditions in which some symptoms of the dis-
ease may be traced to an incomplete filling or

emptying of the circulatory system. In the first
place are, of course, to be mentioned all valvular
diseases of the heart with failing compensation.
To give digitalis in valvular disease of the heart

in which compensation is perfectly established by
a corresponding hypertrophy of the heart muscle,
is a gross abuse, but often practised.

The best results of the action of digitalis are,
as a rule, to be seen in mitral and in aortic
insufficiency. To get a good effect in aortic
valvular diseases the quantity of the drug to be
used has to be usually larger than in mitral
diseases. In mitral stenosis and in recent
valvular diseases, the effect of digitalis is gener-
ally not so marked. In myocarditis, dilatation
of the heart, palpitation and pericarditis, digitalis
may be used, but always with caution and close
observation of the patient. Ferriar already
advised the use of digitalis in palpitation of the
heart, if the condition was not caused by dyspep-
sia or general nervous debility.

Recent experimental research on an isolated
heart with irregular beats showed that if blood
contained digitalis and was perfused through
the coronary artery*, the heart was made to beat
regularly again, thus proving Ferriar's deduction.

The use of digitalis for diuretic purposes is,
of course, only indicated when the lack of diuresis
can be traced to circulatory disturbances. Other
diseases in which digitalis may be indicated are
especially furnished by disturbances in the
lungs, hypostatic conditions, emphysema, pneu-
monia, etc., all cases in which the symptoms
may be traceable to some impairment in the
circulation. Knowing the action of digitalis,
we know its use and can and must prevent its
abuse, lest the patient suffer.

The old English physicians taught the use of
digitalis; modern experimental science explained
its action, and so taught a prevention of its abuse.

A BIOGRAPHIC CLINIC ON TCHAIKOVSKY.
BY GEORGE M. GOULD, M.D., PHILADELPHIA.

(Concluded from No. 19, p. 517.)
In the majority of cases of severe eyestrain,

past or present, the discerning oculist finds a
curious result that may be too easily and thought-
lessly passed over. It is the inhibition of thought
and normal mental action which comes from the
derouted and morbid ocular reflex. How fre-
quently it is found that the sufferer sits staring
with blank loss of power to concentrate his mind
upon the task or the writing before him? There
is a mysterious loss of imagination, an inability
either to think or to execute. The intellect and
creative faculty seem palsied. Tchaikovsky re-
illustrates this inhibiting effect of ever-attempted
but impossible ocular function:

I often sit for hours pen in hand, and have no idea
how to begin my articles. I think I shall never
hammer anything out; and afterwards people praise
the fluency and ease of the writing! Remember what
pains Zaremba's exercises cost me. Do you forget
how in the summer of 1866 I worked my nerves to
pieces over my First Symphony? And even now
I often gnaw my nails to the quick, smoke any number
of cigarettes and pace up and down my room for
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long before I can evolve a particular motive or theme.
(35.)
I am very well pleased with my musical work. As

regards the literary side of it, I believe it will cost me
some days of my life. I cannot describe how it ex-
hausts me. How many penholders I gnaw to pieces
before a few lines grow perfect! How often I jump
up in sheer despair because I cannot find a rhyme,
or the meter goes wrong, or because I have absolutely
no notion what this or that character would say at a

particular moment. (39.)
I no longer compose anything

—

a sure indication
of an agitated mind. (41.)

From November, 1880, until September, 1881,Tchaikovsky wrote nothing. (Biog. 4L)
Inspiration will not come; every day I begin

something and lose heart. Then, instead of waiting
for inspiration, I begin to be afraid lest I am played
out, with the result that I am thoroughly dissatisfied
with myself. And yet the conditions of life are satis-
factory: wonderful scenery and the society of those
I love. (43.)

I notice that the older I grow, the more trouble my
orchestration gives me. I judge myself more severely,
more critical with regard to light and shade. In such
a case the country is a real boon. (47.)

I have been sitting all day over two pages, yet they
will not come out as I wish. (53.)

Not only will the individual or special task
" not get itself done," as Carlyle said, but any
work whatsoever, and the life-work itself, is
inhibited and frozen in the attempt, and the loss
of inspiration is here, as frequently elsewhere,
painfully deplored.

But work will not come back to me. Rome and
Roman life are too characteristic, too exciting and
full of variety, to permit of my sticking to my writing-
table. However, I hope the power of work will
gradually return. (39.)

Oh, my God, if I could only find strength and
gladness of heart for new works ! Just now I can only
go on patching up the old ones. (37.)

I believe I shall never write anything good again.
I am no longer in a condition to compose. (41.)

If I were young, this aversion from composition
might be explained by the fact that I was gathering
my forces, and would suddenly strike out some new

path of my own making. But, alas! the years are

beginning to tell. To write in a naive way, as the
bird sings, is no longer possible, and I lack energy to
invent something new. I do not tell you this because
I hope for your encouraging denial, but simply as a
fact. I do not regret it. I have worked much in
my time, in a desultory way, and now I am tired. It
is time to rest. (42.)

Formerly I wrote as easily, and as much in obedience
to the law of nature, as a fish swims in water or a bird
flies. Now I am like a man who carries a precious but
heavy burden, and who must bear it to the last at any
cost. I, too, shall bear mine to the end, but sometimes
I fear mv strength is broken and I shall be forced to
cry halt!" (42.)

Annoyed with my failures. Very dissatisfied because
everything that comes into my head is so common-

place. Am I played out? (44.)
No impulse for creative work. What does this

mean? Have I written myself out? No ideas, no
inclination? Still I am hoping gradually to collect
material for a symphony. (48.)

Am I done for and dried up? Perhaps there is yet
some subject which could inspire me; but I ought to

compose no more absolute music, symphony or cham-
ber works. To live without work would weary me.
What am I to do? Fold my hands as far as compo-
sition is concerned and try to forget it? It is difficult
to decide. I think, and think, and do not know how
to settle the question. In any case, the outlook has
not been cheerful the last three days. (52.)

When he should have been at the acme of his
creative power, he gave his best energies and
care to a work which was at once recognized as
without inspiration. He had hammered it out
of a weary and inhibited and morbid brain, and
he could not himself understand the reason of
its ill success:

From the press I have encountered such hatred and
hostility, that, even now, I cannot account for it.
On no other opera have I expended so much labor as
sacrifice; yet never before have I been so persecuted
by the critics. (47.)

It is an undoubted fiasco. This failure has wounded
me in my inmost soul, for I never worked with greater
ardor than at The Enchantress. (47.)

The reason for the failure of The Enchantress must
be sought elsewhere; possibly in the defective inter-
pretation of both the chief parts; but more probably
in the qualities of the music, which still awaits its
just evaluation at the hands of a competent critic.
(Biog. 47.)

In cases of severe eyestrain, whether in private
practice, or as gleaned from the biographies of
men and women of genius, one of the most appall-
ing symptoms frequently found is hopelessness,
despair, intense mental suffering, an irresistible
feeling that life is worthless, and, although young,
soon to come to an end. In Tchaikovsky's
ease, as was true in that of many others, it once
reached the suicidal impulse. There are few
minds than can sanely and successfully resist
the lifelong insistance and maddening tendencies
of continuous agonizing and mysterious disease.
Note the age at which this despair occurs:

I cannot shake off the conviction that I shall not live
long, and shall leave my symphony unfinished. (2d.)

I am already very tired of life. (27.)
Tchaikovsky never gives the true reason for his

yearning after solitude and a life of " heavenly quiet
and serenity," but it certainly did not proceed from
"misanthropy," "indolence" or weariness of life.
(Biog. 27.)

What comes of it all? I am old and can enjoy
nothing more. I live on my memories and my hopes.
But what is there to hope for? (32.)

Boredom consumes us all, and the reason is that we
are growing old. Yes, it is useless to conceal that
every moment brings us nearer to the grave. (32.)

Misanthropical feeling comes over me, which has
often happened before. It comes partly from my
nerves, which sometimes get out of gear for no partic-
ular reason, and partly from the rather uncertain
fate of my compositions. (32.)

The things which once seemed to him new and
interesting now appeared more and more wearisome
and unprofitable, and his moods of depression became
more frequent, more intense, and of longer duration.
(Biog. 33.)

You write of being out of spirits. Believe me, I
am the same. (35.)
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I am overcome by a sense of loneliness, of desolation.
(35.)

In my life, too, there are days, hours, weeks, nay,
and months, in which everything looks black, when I
am tormented by the thought that I am forsaken, that
no one cares for me. Indeed, my life is of little worth
to anyone. Were I to vanish from the face of the
earth to-day, it would be no great loss to Russian
music, and would certainly cause no one great unhap-
piness. (36.)

In March and April he began to suffer again from
mental depression. (37.)

The fact that we both suffer from the same malady
would alone suffice to draw us together. This malady
is misanthropy; but a peculiar form of misanthropy,
which certainly does not spring from hatred or contempt
for mankind. (37.)

At my age when one has nothing more to hope in
the future. (44.)

After convalescence, which had lasted seven years,
Tchaikovsky returned to all these activities with
vigor and enjoyment, although after a time his courage
flagged and all his strength of will had to be requisi-
tioned to enable him to " keep up this sort of exist-
ence." Enthusiasm waned and there succeeded

—-in his own words
—

"a life-weariness, and at times
an insane depression; something hopeless, despairing
and final

—

and (as in every finale) a sense of trivi-
ality." (Biog. 44.)

Overcome with insane depression. (46.)
I sit at home full of remorse. The cause of my

remorse is this: life is passing away and draws near
to its end, and yet I have not fathomed it. (47.)

My absent-mindedness is becoming almost unbear-
able, and is a sign of advancing age. However,
every one was surprised to learn that I was only
fifty-one yesterday. Carnegie especially was very
much astonished. They all thought, except those
who knew something of my life, that I was much
older. Probably I have aged very much in the last
few years. I feel I have lost vitality. (51.)

I must confess to a morbid fear and horror, as though
I were entering the kingdom of the dead and the
world of those who had long since vanished. (52.)

. . . He says that had he remained a day longer
in Moscow he should have drowned himself, and it
is said that he did go so far, in his terrible depression,
as to stand up to his chest in the river one frosty
September night, " in the hope of literally catching
his death of cold, and getting rid of his trouble without
scandal." (Mason.)

Readers of the clinical biographies of other
eyestrain sufferers have noticed the repeated
occurrence of the fact that these so often have been
compelled to work at a " white heat," with an

intensity of emotion and recklessness of result
that was itself morbid, and a certain indication
of an underlying morbid cause. It was only
thus that the nervous mechanism could be
whipped and spurred to overcome the resistances
and inhibitions of the balking mechanism of
eye and brain. Again the case of Tchaikovsky
illustrates :

I should feel quite happy and contented here, were
it not for the morbid, restless need of hurrying on my
work, which tires me dreadfully, without being in the
least necessary. (43.)

In any case my mental condition has been very
gloomy of late. The composition of the Manfred
Symphony

—

a work highly tragic in character
—

is so difficult and complicated that at times I myself
become a Manfred. All the same, I am consumed
with the desire to finish it as soon as possible, and am

straining every nerve: result,— extreme exhaustion.
This is the eternal cercle vicieux in which I am forever
turning without finding an issue. If I have no work,
I worry and bore myself; when I have it, I work far
beyond my strength. (45.)

There are times when it seems to me it would be
wise to cease from composing for a while; to travel
and rest. But an unconquerable desire for work
gains the upper hand and chains me to my desk and
piano. (45.)

I cannot live without work, but why do circum-
stances always compel me to be in a hurry, to have
to overtax my strength? (47.)

In the old
—

not the modern
—

text-books on
" migraine," and in the case of every patient who
has long endured this disease, it is noticed that
there is a seeming contradiction of health and
happiness almost synchronously, or quickly
alternating, with the deepest agony and dejection.
The following excerpts show the symptom
reappearing in Tchaikovsky's case:

I have suffered all the winter, but my physical
health is not in the least impaired. (35.)

More and more misanthropical. Imagine, now-a-
days, I am often drawn towards my monastic life, or
something similar. Do not fancy I am physically
out of health. I am quite well, sleep well, eat even
better. (35.)

Forgive me, dear friend, for boring you with these
continual complaints about my health, which are out
of place, for in reality I am a perfectly sound man, and
the little ailments about which I grumble are not
serious. (38.)

A splitting headache, and spent a wretched night.
I recovered during the return journey to Petersburg,
and to-day I feel quite refreshed. (39.)

My health is better. I have gone through such a
terrible attack of nervous headache, I thought I must
have died. I fell asleep so worn out, I had not even
strength to undress. When I awoke I was well. (43.1

He was no longer a misanthropist, rather he soughtthose to whom he was dear, not only as a man, but as
a personage. (44.)

When I am quite well
—

as I am at present
—

I am
seized with a feverish thirst for work, but the thought
of the shortness of human life paralyzes all my energy.
(46.)

I was ill again after my last letter to you. This
time I was so bad that I decided to send for the doctor.
It seemed to me that I was about to have a strange
illness. Suddenly I received a telegram saying that
I must be at the rehearsal. I answered that the
rehearsal was not to be thought of, for I could not
travel. But at the end of half an hour I suddenlyfelt so well that

—

in spite of terrible disinclination
—I went to Moscow. Every trace of headache, which

for ten days had so affected me, vanished. Is not
this a curious pathological case? (46.)

Complete success. Great enjoyment
—

but still,
why this drop of gall in my honey-pot. (47.)

In this question lie the germs of that weariness and
suffering which had their growth in Tchaikovsky's
soul simultaneously with his pursuit of fame, and
reached their greatest intensity in the moment of the
composer's greatest triumphs. (Biog. 47.)The work went easily, and his health was good. (51.)

Increasing nostalgia and depression of spirits. (52.)
I was taken so ill in the carriage that I frightened
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my fellow-passengers by becoming delirious, and had
to stop at Khartov. After taking my usual remedies
and a long sleep. I awoke quite well in the morning.
(52*).This year, 1893, opened with a period of serene
content, for which the creation of his Sixth, or so-
called " Pathetic," Symphony was mainly account-
able. The composition of this work seems to have
been an act of exorcism, whereby he cast out all the
dark spirits which had possessed him in the preceding
years. (Biog. 52.)

At this time he suffered from a terrible attack of
headache, which never left him, and threatened to
become a chronic ailment. It departed, however,
with extraordinary suddenness on the fourteenth day
after the first paroxysm. (52.)

In spite of the discomforting news which met him
in all directions, from the time of his return from
England to the end of his life, Tchaikovsky was as
serene and cheerful as at any period in his existence.
(Biog. 53.)

I was very ill. (53.)
Just lately I have been dreadfully bored and mis-

anthropical. I do not know why. I sit in my room
and see no one but the waiter. I long for home,
work and my normal existence. (53.)

He had never felt better or happier in his life.
{Kashkin, 53.)

That the case of Tchaikovsky may in most
of its phases illustrate the clinical picture of
" migraine," as described by the careful observers
of a past (not present) generation, one must add
the frequently observed symptom of partial
paralyses, or pareses:

At this time he was suffering from a nervous affection
of the right hand, which made conducting a matter
of considerable difficulty. (Biog. 51.)

In America the news that I could not go, because my
right hand was disabled, reached them by cable, and
they were very much upset. Now they are awaiting
an answer

—

yes or no. (51.)
Yesterday I suffered so much that I could neither

sleep nor eat, which is very unusual for me. I suffer
not only from torments which cannot be put into
words (there is one place in my new symphony

—the Sixth
—

where they seem to me adequately
expressed), but from a dislike to strangers and an
indefinable terror

—

though of what the devil only
knows. This state makes itself felt by internal pains
and loss of power in my legs. However, it is for the last
time in my life. (53.)

There is also found the usual phenomenon that
the eyes, the original source of the entire train
of reflex symptoms, only rarely show painful
signs of the disease, and these but temporarily.

Another unpleasant experience took the form of an
obstinate affection of the eyes, which hindered him
from working regularly. (25.)

In spite of his eyes being affected and his constant
change of quarters. (25.)

My health is good: only one thing troubles me a
little

—

my eyesight, which is tried by my work. It
is so much weaker than formerly that I have been
obliged to get a pair oí eyeglasses, which I am told
are very becoming to me. (32.)

There are ninety-nine cases of atypical " mi-
graine " to one that some writers call " typical."
I have omitted many references and others have

been given in previous pages, to the complaint
of headaches, neuralgia, neuralgic headaches,
etc., scattered through the letters and life of
Tchaikovsky. Severe eyestrain will usually result
in some form of cerebral disorder or ache, or in
"bad digestion," "dyspepsia," " catarrh of the
stomach," etc. The latter class of disorders
are persistently complained of by Tchaikovsky.
For instance :

Suffering from a form of dyspepsia. (37.)
I wish some one could explain to me the origin of

that curious exhaustion which comes upon me almost
every evening, about which I have already written
to you. I cannot say it is altogether disagreeable,because it usually ends in a heayy, almost lethargic-
sleep, and such repose is bliss. Nevertheless the
attacks are tiresome and unpleasant, because of the
vague anxiety, the undefinable yearning, which take
an inconceivably strong hold upon my spirit, and end
in a positive longing for Nirvana

—

la soif du néant.
Probably the cause of this psychological phenomenon
is of quite a prosaic nature; I think it is not so much
a mental ailment as a result of bad digestion, a sequel
of my catarrh of the stomach. Unluckily we cannot
get over the fact that the material influences the
spiritual ! (38.)

In spite of the greatest care and moderation, I
suffer from dyspepsia. It is not serious, and I have no
doubt a cure at Vichy will completely set me up. (46.)

One wonders if a certain number of cases of
alcoholic dissipation are not being constantly
caused by the nervous disorders and irritations
due to eyestrain. The note is not wanting in
Tchaikovsky's case.

Since the day you left I have taken several
glasses of brandy at night, and during the day I drink
a good deal. I cannot do without it. I never feel
calm except when I have taken a little too much.
I have accustomed myself so much to this secret
tippling that I feel a kind of joy at the sight of the
bottle I keep near me. I can only write my letters
after a nip. This is a proof that I am still out of
health. (38.)

A careless or prejudiced critic might think
that Tchaikovsky's melancholy and ill-health
were largely due to his ill success in life and as a
musician. The following excerpts will answer:

The people around me often wonder at my taci-
turnity and my apparent ill-temper, while actually I
do not lead an unhappy existence. What more can
a man want whose prospects are good, who is liked,
and whose artistic work meets with appreciation? (27.)

I assert that life is beautiful in spite of everything!This "everything" includes the following items:
Illness; I am getting much too stout; and my nerves
are all to pieces. (30.)

He realized his wildest dreams of fame, and attained
to such prosperity and universal honor as rarely fall,
to the lot of an artist during his lifetime. (Biog. 47.)

Physically neither better nor worse than in former
years, possessing the unlimited affections of those
whom he loved in return,

—

he was, to all appearance,
an example of mortal happiness, yet in reality he was
less happy than before. (Biog. 47.)

And this regret grew keener, as his weariness grew
more intolerable. The more he accustomed his
temperament to unsuitable occupations, the further
he advanced his reputation, the more complete was his
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disenchantment with the prize. Radiant and glitter-
ing as it had appeared from afar, seen closer, it proved
insignificant and tarnished. Hence the profound
disillusionment, " the insane depression," the some-

thing " hopeless and final " which make so dark a

background to the picture of his brilliant success at
home and abroad. (Biog. 47.)

That the nonsensical word, hysteria, may not
be used, Tchaikovsky replied in advance:

To my regret, however, you seem to see what is
good for me precisely where I

—

and several others
—see what is inimical to my health; in the very thing

which appears to me an unprofitable and aimless
- exertion. . . . All you have written to me, and also
your manner of saying it, only proves how little you
know me, as I have frequently observed on former
occasions. Possibly you may be right, and I am only
putting it on; but that is precisely the nature of my
illness. (38.)

Another ancient and humorous superstition
had also to be illustrated:

His first impressions of Vichy, whither he had been
ordered by his physician, were far from favorable,
but the local physician persuaded him to remain at
least long enough for a " demi-cure," from which he
derived great benefit. (35.)

Tchaikovsky now resembled those individuals who
do not recognize the true cause of their sufferings,
and, therefore, have recourse to the wrong treatment.
(Biog. 35.)

The sole object of the journey mentioned in this
letter was to take a cure at Vichy. The catarrh of
the stomach from which he suffered had been a trouble
to Tchaikovsky for the last twenty years.2 Once,
while staying with Kondratiev at Nizy, the local
doctor had recommended him Natron water. From
that time he could not exist without it, and took it in
such quantities that he ended by acquiring a kind of
taste for it. But it did not cure his complaint, which
grew worse and worse, so that in 1876 he had to
undergo a course of mineral waters. The catarrhal
trouble was not entirely cured, however, but returned
at intervals with more or less intensity. About the
end of the eighties his condition grew worse. Once
during the rehearsals for Pique Dame, while staying
at the Hotel Rossiya, in St. Petersburg, he sent for his
brother Modeste, and declared he " could not live
through the night." This turned his thoughts more
and more to the " hateful but health-giving Vichy."
But the periods of rest after his various tours, and of
work in his " hermit's cave," at Klin, were so dear to
him that until 1892 he could not make up his mind
to revisit this watering place. This year he only
decided to go because the health of Vladimir Davidov
equally demanded a cure at Vichy. He hoped in
this congenial company to escape his usual home-
sickness, and that it might even prove a pleasure
to take his nephew abroad. (Biog. 52.)

To complete the sketch these paragraphs may
be added:

" I was shocked at his appearance," he writes, " for
he had aged so much that I only recognized him by
his wonderful blue eyes. A man old at fifty! His
delicate constitution had suffered terribly from his
incessant creative work." (Door, 51.)

But this was probably the fatal moment in his in-
disposition, for, while talking, he poured out a glass of
water and drank a long draught. The water had not
been boiled, and they were dismayed at his impru-
dence. But he was not in the least alarmed, and tried
to calm their fears. He dreaded cholera less than any
other illness. After this his condition grew worse,but he attributed all his discomfort to a copious dose
of Hunyadi which he had taken earlier in the day,
and still declined to send for his favorite doctor,
Bertenson. (Biog. 53.)

Death occurred on Oct. 25 (Nov. 6), at the age of
fifty-three.

And why this death at the age of fifty-three?
It is not an explanation to say that it was due to
cholera, even if one admits the correctness of
the pretty evidently false diagnosis. This feeling
is expressed by his brother, who wrote :

As at the beginning of the sixties, when he chose a
musical career, and in 1885, when he resolved to " show
himself in the eyes of the world," so also at this junc-
ture, we are conscious of a feeling that things could
not have gone on much longer. (Biog. 52.)

His death, which came to solve the problem, seemed
fortuitous. Yet it is clear to me that it came at a
moment when things could not have gone on much,
longer; nor can I shake off the impression that the
years 1892 and 1893 were the dark harbingers of a
new and serene epoch. (Biog. 52.)

Despite the smiles of the neurologists, or

diagnosticians who care not for the forty years
of functional disease which preceded anatomic
pathology, or the irresistible impact of infectious
disease, the explanation of Tchaikovsky's death
lies in the lifelong preparation of the " soil "
by eyestrain, doubled now by presbyopia. The
lethal diseases are in truth often but the
executioners of long precedent functional dis-
orders. Imitating a foolish science, his biogra-
pher explains the life disorder by the ancient
but still living superstition of " heredity ":

His one certain inheritance seems to have been an
abnormally neurotic tendency, which probably came
to him through his grandfather Assier, who suffered
from epilepsy.

His grandfather was an epileptic, and his own symp-
toms pointed to an inherited nervous irritability.
(Mason.)

Tchaikovsky also echoed the nonsense that
still spooks about the professional and biographic
mind:

My nerves are poor, but this cannot be helped, and
is not of much consequence. Whose nerves are not
disordered in our generation

—

especially among our
artists? (32.)

If this theory seems to the unobservant to
have some ground when applied to musicians
and literary workers, it may be suggested that
no sign of " nerves " and " migraine" is found
in Brahms, Mozart, Verdi, Mendelssohn, Goethe,
Mommsen, Gladstone, and thousands of others
in similar callings. Then the sculptors and
painters and actors are also " artists," and one
will seek almost in vain for the symptoms of
eyestrain in these three classes of men.

2 " Who has not seen correction of errors of refraction relieve
so-called bilious attacks, periodical vomiting, anorexia, indigestionand other gastric symptoms?" Prof. John H. Musser, Jour. Am.
Med. Assoc, Nov. 4, 1905.
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In the midst of the perplexity, mystery and
pain of his life, like Parkman, Carlyle and the
majority of such sufferers, Tchaikovsky was
struck with the tormenting puzzle of the nature
of his life ailment, and he wrote as follows:

Dear friend, leading such a life, amid all these
beautiful impressions of nature and art, ought not a
man to be happy? And yet a worm continually
gnaws in secret at my heart. I sleep badly, and do
not feel that courage and freshness which I might
expect under the present conditions. Only for a
moment can I conquer my mental depression. My
God! What an incomprehensible and complicated
machine the human organism is! We shall never
solve the various phenomena of our spiritual and
material existence. And how can we draw the line
between the intellectual and physiological phenomena
of our life? At times it seems to me as though I
suffered from a mysterious but purely physical malady
which influences my mental phases. Lately I have
thought my heart was out of order ; but then I remem-
bered that last summer the doctor who examined it
declared my heart to be absolutely sound. So I
must lay the blame on my nerves

—

but what are
nerves? Why, on one and the same day, without any
apparent reason, do they act quite normally for a

time, and then lose their elasticity and energy, and
leave one incapable of work and insensible to artistic
impressions? These are riddles. (40.)

This is a genuinely scientific questioning, and
millions of other sufferers in the last and in the
present generation might have found the easy
and simple key to the mystery, an easy and now
well-known solution of the " riddles," and
the relief of their torments, if the medical pro-
fession had exhibited the same or a slightly
better logical and clinical acumen.

Reports ofSocieties.
LIBRARY MEETING OF THE SUFFOLK

DISTRICT MEDICAL SOCIETY.
Medical Section, Held March 28, 1906.

Chairman, R. C. Cabot, M.D.; Secretary, E. A.
Locke, M.D.

The following papers were read:
Dr. Frederick C. Shattuck:

the use of depletion.1
Dr. Franz Pfaff:

the use and abuse of digitalis.2
Dr. Chas. E. Quimby, New York:

PNEUMATIC DIFFERENTIATION.3
Dr. Francis B. Kinnicutt, New York:

THE NAUHEIM TREATMENT.*
DISCUSSION.

Dr. Vincent Y. Bowditch: I shall confine myself
in this discussion solely to Dr. Quimby's paper on

pneumatic differentiation in disease of the heart.
About twenty years ago, Dr. H. F. Williams intro-
duced the pneumatic cabinet to the profession as a

means of making topical applications to the lungs in
cases of pulmonary disease. At that time I investi-
gated the subject and experimented with the cabinet
in cases of phthisis. I soon came to the conclusion
that as far as topical applications to the lungs was
concerned the instrument was practically of little
value, but I knew that as a means of pulmonarycalisthenics it had decided merit and, to make a

long story short, we have had two in use at the Sharon
Sanatorium as a means of encouraging deep breathing,
accompanied by the inhalation of some soothing
vapor as a palliative for irritated throats and bronchial
tubes. That the instrument is of decided benefit for
such purposes we have no doubt. It should be said,
however, that the method of using the cabinet has been,
up to a comparatively recent date, somewhat different
from that described by Dr. Quimby.

With its use in heart lesions I have had no personal
experience, but in the past few years I have become
much interested in his work and have been deeply
impressed by the results in one case which I had the
privilege of seeing and examining a few years ago when
in New York.

This gentleman previous to his treatment by Dr.
Quimby had been pronounced a hopeless invalid by
at least two eminent specialists, one in England and
another in America, and he was apparently doomed
to a life in the country away from all excitement or
active life. Not long after his treatments in the
pneumatic cabinet were begun, he began to improve,
and far from being a comparatively useless invalid
he became the chief pillar of a great establishment at
Niagara Falls, undergoing tremendous drains upon
his time and strength without difficulty, apparently,
just so long as he was able to take occasional treatments
in the cabinet, which always gave him relief from the
circulatory disturbance which occasionally appeared
consequent upon failure of compensation in severe
valvular disease of the heart. When I saw the gentle-
man, he was in the midst of active work a few years
after his first treatments. Upon examination I found
evidences of a greatly enlarged heart filled with tre-
mendous murmurs, indicative of at least aortic and
mitral régurgitation. He told me his history, and
spoke most warmly of the relief he had experienced
from the cabinet and of the fact that he always had
one near him with a trained assistant who could give
him the treatment when necessary. I was deeply
impressed by that case, and have been following Dr.
Quimby's work, in somewhat desultory fashion, I am

sorry to say, but with great interest, believing that
he has found a comparatively simple but most effectual
method of relieving some of the most distressing
symptoms of valvular disease followed by lack of
compensatory power.

Wishing to get the opinion of others who had
investigated the subject carefully, I have recently
written to and received answers from three physicians
who have followed Dr. Quimby's work and who have
tested the merits of the cabinet. With your permis-
sion I will now read some short extracts from these
letters, for I feel that their testimony is of much
weight:

Manhattan State Hospital,
Ward's Island, New York City,

March 11, 1906.
Dear Dr. Bowditch: . . . When I was in City Hos-

pital the cabinet certainly saved the life of at least one

patient, and though the series of cardiac cases that I
saw was a small one I was quite an enthusiast for
that kind of treatment, for it seemed to me to have
a very rational explanation and its point of attack
was certainly definite. Also the results were certainly

• See p. 549.
"See p. 551.
**See p. 543.
«See p. 539.
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